Workshop Way®
A system for human growth for
education

What Matters?
• Teachers matter;
• Student centered;
classrooms matter;
• Student choice matters;
• Individual needs matter;
• Classroom environment
matters;
• Self-concept matters;
• Prior knowledge matters;
• Reading in the content
area matters;

• Pacing matters;
• Instruction matters;
• Routines and schedules
matter;
• Domain vocabulary
matters;
• Predisposition to learning
matters;
• Parental involvement
matters;
• Feeling safe matters;

So what’s the matter?
• Time

– Too much content to teach;
– Too much time spent organizing instruction, grading papers;
– Not enough time to put one more thing into the day;

• Skill

– Have to learn common core, new grading, new technology;
– Students missing skills;

• Resources

– Need more teachers to offer more interventions;
– Not enough money to purchase more materials or more help.

Grace A. Pilon, SBS
“One does not plant a seed and, then, in
a few weeks, give it an “F” because it
is not fully grown yet. How ridiculous
it would be if a plant were graded
every time a person saw it.”

Sister Grace was
influenced by
John Dewey

Kurt Lewin

Jacques Maritain
Maria Montessori

Evolution of
Workshop Way®
• Over 40 years of evolution;
• Began to use the Schedule of
Tasks™ to help students learn to
think and to work independently;
• Intuition and trial and error guided
her in trying to new things to bring
feelings of success to her students.

What is Workshop Way®
• System of human growth for
education
• Equal opportunities for all students
– To learn how to learn
– To learn how to think
– To learn how to manage their own lives

Philosophy of Workshop
Way®
• Individuation (Subjectivity)
• Interdependence (Unity)
• Differentiation (Diversity)

Goals of
Workshop Way®
• Satisfy Basic Human Intellectual
Needs
• Sharpen Sense Power
• Grow Human Skills
• Develop Basic Abilities of
Consciousness

34 Human Growth Skills©
Supporting the Goals
• Intellectual safety;
• Satisfaction in doing work without
competition or adult interference;
• Willingness to risk;
• See, hear, talk better;
• Sense of order and dignity;
• AND SO MUCH MORE……………

Sister Grace said,
“Human beings will love learning if they
are freed from fear, respected in
the process and allowed to be
themselves along the way.”

6 Elements
• Creating the Physical Environment;
• Creating the Social Environment:
–
–
–
–
–

Freedom from fear;
Freedom of movement with a purpose;
Freedom of position of location for work;
Freedom of conversation while working;
Freedom of choice frequently throughout the
day;

6 Elements cont.
• Self-Concept Vocabulary
Project©:Homework Lessons;
• Instant Personality Phonics™/5 Step
Lessons;
• Parental Involvement;
• Use of Time and Way.

5 Learning Conditions
• Intellectual Safety;
• Consciousness;
• Willingness to be all activities at the risk of being
right or wrong;
• Feelings of importance, intelligence and positive
impressions of worth in management of living in
affective learning;
• Fusion of thinking and feeling through merging of
the cognitive and affective factors.

Self-Concept Vocabulary
Project©

Schedule of Tasks©
• Student management system.

Instant Personality-Phonics
Activities™/5-Step Lesson
Plan
• 100% of students participate;
• 100% of students experience grade
level content;
• 100% of students participate in all
lesson activities.

Instant PersonalityPhonics©/5-Step Lesson
Plan
• Freedom from fear;
• Mastering content language before
being asked to master concepts

6 Group
• Small group;
• Mixed abilities;
• The way we differentiate.

Reading for Human
Growth©
• Flexible groups;
• Based on learner characteristics
after observing for the first 10 days;
• Used in reading courses but also
content courses;
• All grades

Teacher Artistry©
• Student-Teacher-Content
relationship;
• Challenging to the teacher every day;
• Keeps the shine on human nature;
• Human growth continuum

Classroom Management
• Dual management system:
– Students = Schedule of Tasks©
– Teachers = All the activities/teaching
throughout the day.

• Not to leave to chance opportunities
for human growth

Sister Grace said
“The challenges in preserving Workshop
Way® is to keep the foundational
principles and concepts, but enter into the
needs of the day which may be different
from what we have known. Never let it be
said that we can’t move forward because
Sr. Grace said something had to be done
one way.”

And so much more….
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Contact Information
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